Technical Specifications

W130 | W130K | W130M | W130T

Motor

ThE nEW vEhiClE gEnERaTion – W 130 | W 130 K/M/T

Power transmission – SIB

Volvo Penta 4-cylinder motor, water-cooled
140 kW (190 DIN PS) at 1,700 – 2,100 RPM.
Torque max. 840 Nm at 1,200 – 1,500 RPM.
Emissions stage TIER 4 final, with SCR catalytic converter
Displacement 5130 ccm
electronically controlled ventilator drive/Cleanfix as an option
Fuel tank approx. 170 litre
AdBlue® tank 25 litre

Power meets
manoeuvrability

Steering

Load-sensing hydraulic system
Regulating pump with max. 280 l/min. at 2,100 RPM.
biodegradable hydraulic oil, 290 l

Articulated steering, steering movement +/- 46°

Forestry equipment (standard)

frame

4

CYlinDER

hydrostatic power unit with 2-gear transmission, which can
be switched when driving (SIB)
Planetary axles with multi-disc brakes running in oil bath,
for W130K/M/T: Rear axle tandem axle
front and rear 100% separated switchable differential locks
Dual-circuit braking system, spring-controlled parking brakes
three drive mode stages which can be switched when driving
Crawler gear, driving with fixed speed, driving with reduced
speed

Working hydraulics

Epsilon crane or other, e.g. S110R80 (W130), e.g. S110F86
(W130K/M/T)
Welte double drum winch HZM14, 2x70 kN, 2x90 m rope (d = 13)
W130: Rear blade, height-adjustable with roller support
W130K, W130M: Rear blade, height and angle-adjustable
W130K, W130M: Roller support, height-adjustable
W130: Front blade

Front frame in stable box profile with integrated hydraulic oil
and fuel tank
Rear frame for W130 in stable box-section construction
Rear frame for W130M, W130K, W130T in trough design
stable central joint with tapered roller bearings
Torsion block through hydraulic cylinder, automatically and
manually switchable
all floor pans on the underside are hinged or can be unscrewed
for maintenance work

Tyres (standard)
W130 front: 28L-26 Trelleborg T418
W130 rear: 28L-26 Trelleborg T418
W130K/M/T rear: 600/50-22.5 Nokian

electrical system
System voltage 24 V
Battery power 2 x 95 Ah
Alternator 110 A

Driving and winch radio
Clambunk
Combi basket (only for W130M or W130T)
extensive, high-quality tool kit
User instructions, spare parts manual
street use in accordance with StVZO as a tractor/equipment
carrier

W130: 1. Gear 0 – 12 kph
W130: 2. Gear 0 – 40 kph
W130K/T/M: 1. Gear 0 – 12 kph
W130K/T/M: 2. Gear 0 – 36 kph

Vehicle type dimensions
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We reserve the right to make technical and design changes. Status 09/2016/1.000

Other features, miscellaneous

speed

Vehicle type

new from welte:

WiTh SuSTainablE
TiER 4 final TEChnologY

See further information at
www.welte.de

forst- und spezialfahrzeuge

Dein Stamm-Kapital

forst- und spezialfahrzeuge

Proven tradition,
timeless
versatility

Flexible strengths.
Reliable power.
The tasks in the forest are very varied and cannot always be
predicted. So you need a machine which can adapt to all applications just as quickly and professionally as you can. And
a machine which combines environmental compatibility with
performance. With good efficiency – and always in harmony
with the driver.

the welte Modular
construction systeM:
Today, alongside performance and features, forestry contractors also want
drive comfort and ergonomics, economic efficiency and fuel efficiency, as
well as sustainability and environmental compatiblity. Welte has developed
the new 4-cylinder machines in the proven tradition of modular construction
for forestry contractors with very diverse requirements. This means: reliable,
compact and proven Welte machine technology paired with flexibility. On
combi machines the quick-change system also offers the forestry contractors
the option to change the stakes with the clambunk, in a time-efficient manner. The patented two-part combi basket is particularly suitable where different product ranges as well as wood fuel have to be hauled. Welte machines
offer the best stability through the low centre of gravity of the crane structure
and give the driver the highest level of safety through the cab certified to
ROPS, FOPS and OECD. They also fulfil the latest emissions standards for
the best environmental performance (with TIER 4 final).

Powerful
innovations

130K

130

with plug-in stakes
and clambunk

130M



Panoramic window with unobstructed
rear side panels made of lexan-Margard
windows – shock-resistant
4-cylinder, water-cooled Volvo
penta motor with emission stage
TIER 4 final

100% switchable
differential locks,
front and rear, can be
switched separately

oil emergency
set (optional)

ergonomic, easy-maintenance
comfort ergo tilting cab with
extensive configurations and two
full entry and exit access ways

We are always striving to improve
our strong sense of teamwork and
communication with our customers.
The common ground: our enduring
love of powerful top-quality machines.

with 2-part combi basket, with
2-part loading basket, plug-in
stakes or clambunk



front blade
(optional)

Experience grows, quality
remains – as it has for over
60 years

130T
with plug-in stakes
and clambunk

forst- und spezialfahrzeuge

Flexible strengths.
Reliable power.
The tasks in the forest are very varied and cannot always be
predicted. So you need a machine which can adapt to all applications just as quickly and professionally as you can. And
a machine which combines environmental compatibility with
performance. With good efficiency – and always in harmony
with the driver.

tell us your requireMents and select the right
Machine for you froM our proVen Modular
construction systeM.

We would be pleased to advise you
and would be delighted to discuss your
requirements with you.
+49 7665 9437-0
info@welte.de
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WElTE GUARANTEE –
that means 18 months of complete confidence
Panoramic window with unobstructed
rear side panels made of lexan-Margard
windows – shock-resistant

front blade
(optional)

4-cylinder, water-cooled Volvo
penta motor with emission stage
TIER 4 final

100% switchable
differential locks,
front and rear, can be
switched separately

oil emergency
set (optional)

ergonomic, easy-maintenance
comfort ergo tilting cab with
extensive configurations and two
full entry and exit access ways

our guarantee runs for 18 months or 2,000 hours of operation.
this shows how much trust we put in the quality of our
machines. Exceptions from the guarantee are defined in our
terms and conditions.

130T

forst- und spezialfahrzeuge

special features:

6-wheel forestry and combi machine
(forwarder)

Flexible strengths.
Reliable power.

Extremely manoeuvrable,
perfectly equipped
the w130t is a 6-wheel combi machine on a forwarder base. it can also be used as a clambunk skidder,
crane machine, rope machine and forwarder. the machine is fitted with the new SIB drive for continuous
gear changing.

The tasks in the forest are very varied and cannot always be
predicted. So you need a machine which can adapt to all applications just as quickly and professionally as you can. And
a machine which combines environmental compatibility with
performance. With good efficiency – and always in harmony
with the driver.

4-cylinder
panorama cab
The cab guarantees the driver the best possible
safety. It is ROPS, FOPS, OPS and OECD tested.
There are also two fully entry and exit access
ways as well as 10 LED headlights.
An unobstructed rear windscreen with panoramic
window made of Lexan gives optimum visibility.
Operator controls which are matched to the driver
gives a high level of comfort as does the airconditioning, the radio with USB and Bluetooth
with hands-free equipment.

360 degree view with all-round comfort

Swivel seat which can be rotated mechanically or electronically
Air-conditioning
Radio with USB and Bluetooth hands-free
device
2 convex interior mirrors
unobstructed 3-part angled Lexan-Margard
rear windscreen in the rear hazard area

storage boxes (optional)
Panoramic window with unobstructed
rear side panels made of lexan-Margard
windows – shock-resistant

front blade
(optional)

4-cylinder, water-cooled Volvo
penta motor with emission stage
TIER 4 final

100% switchable
differential locks,
front and rear, can be
switched separately

oil emergency
set (optional)

ergonomic, easy-maintenance
comfort ergo tilting cab with
extensive configurations and two
full entry and exit access ways

robust central joint with
tapered roller bearings and
central torsion (lockable)

Moveable stakes

welte double-drum winch
(hydraulically driven, as an option)

high-performance logging crane
(optionally with crane tilt)

Quick-change
clambunk

double roller propellers

with panoramic screen and anti-blind
film
no distractiving working lights in the field
of view
2 complete entry and exit access ways for
your safety
opening side window
classy and practical appearance
extensive storage options
12/24 V sockets

Bottle holder
All-round LED lighting (10 off)
comfortable, ergonomically wide access
clearly-arranged valves with start/stop function
Steering wheel which is height and angle
adjustable and can be folded down
multi-functional joystick
extremely quiet comfort cab
colour display with setting options for
5 drivers and much more

130M

forst- und spezialfahrzeuge

6-wheel forestry and combi machine

Flexible strengths.
Reliable power.

Great variety, compact
combination
the w130m is a compact 6-wheel combi machine,
which can be used as a clambunk skidder, crane machine, rope machine and forwarder. as standard, the
machine is fitted with the new SIB drive for continuous gear changing and is available with the combi
basket.

The tasks in the forest are very varied and cannot always be
predicted. So you need a machine which can adapt to all applications just as quickly and professionally as you can. And
a machine which combines environmental compatibility with
performance. With good efficiency – and always in harmony
with the driver.

special features:

Combi basket

This system guarantees an even faster change between short and long logs and is
particularly suitable for large product ranges. With the rotating post clamp folded
out, it is ideal for transporting short logs, with the stake clamp folded in, then
long logs can be loaded. This means greater performance for you and at the same
time, it guarantees you more cubic metres per hour!

switching between transporting short and long
logs by simply pulling up the rotating post
clamp using the gripper on the crane. stop it
electrohydraulically at the touch of a button.
in just a few
seconds

special features:

Quick change system

rear blade which is
angle adjustable

storage boxes (optional)
Panoramic window with unobstructed
rear side panels made of lexan-Margard
windows – shock-resistant

front blade
(optional)

4-cylinder, water-cooled Volvo
penta motor with emission stage
TIER 4 final

100% switchable
differential locks,
front and rear, can be
switched separately

oil emergency
set (optional)

ergonomic, easy-maintenance
comfort ergo tilting cab with
extensive configurations and two
full entry and exit access ways

robust central joint with
tapered roller bearings and
central torsion (lockable)

two-part combi basket or two-part
loading basket with quick-change
clambunk

welte double-drum winch
(hydraulically driven)

high-performance
logging crane
(optionally with crane tilt)
height-adjustable roller
support with double roller
propellers

Quick-change, removable
clambunk with or without
rope tension
two-part loading basket
With the two-part loading basket
shown here, it is quick to make
the change, and the load capacity
is larger due to the plug-in stakes

An innovation which has proved its worth: the quick-change
system. It means that it is possible to very quickly swap the
loading basket for a clambunk using the vehicle’s own crane –
it is easy, safe and flexible.

130K

forst- und spezialfahrzeuge

6-wheel forestry and combi machine

Flexible strengths.
Reliable power.

Universally successful
through all-round strengths
the w130K is a 6-wheel combi machine which is
extremely compact, short and therefore particularly
manoeuvrable – and is the best-selling machine in
its class. The W130K is also available as a 6-wheel
skidder. it is equipped as a clambunk skidder, crane
machine, rope machine, forwarder (up to 4 m lengths
for short logs) and as standard is delivered with the
new SIB drive for changing gear continuously while
driving.

SIB – Switching gear
when moving
The transmission technology from Welte, which allows you to change
gear continuously when using the forestry machines and therefore
gives more efficient operation with greater driving comfort.
Changing gear without having to stop
more power per fm
robust, reliable, proven gearbox
reduced top rpm
leads to significant fuel saving
higher level of drive comfort
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The tasks in the forest are very varied and cannot always be
predicted. So you need a machine which can adapt to all applications just as quickly and professionally as you can. And
a machine which combines environmental compatibility with
performance. With good efficiency – and always in harmony
with the driver.

special features:

on

Sw

solenoid valve

dr ive c

diesel motor

special features:

Quick-change system

Panoramic window with unobstructed
rear side panels made of lexan-Margard
windows – shock-resistant

front blade
(optional)

4-cylinder, water-cooled Volvo
penta motor with emission stage
TIER 4 final

100% switchable
differential locks,
front and rear, can be
switched separately

oil emergency
set (optional)

ergonomic, easy-maintenance
comfort ergo tilting cab with
extensive configurations and two
full entry and exit access ways

robust central joint with
tapered roller bearings and
central torsion (lockable)
welte double-drum winch
(hydraulically driven)

Moveable stakes with
protective grid

rear blade which
is angle adjustable

Quick-change clambunk

high-performance
logging crane
(optionally with crane tilt)

height-adjustable roller
support with double roller
propellers

drive pump drive motor
driving
transmission

The quick-change system means that it is possible to change
very quickly between clambunk and stakes using the vehicle‘s
own crane – it is easy, safe and flexible.

Quick-change, removable
clambunk with or without
rope tension

Stakes and protective
grid pluggable

130

forst- und spezialfahrzeuge

special features:

4-wheel forestry and communal machine

Flexible strengths.
Reliable power.

Emissions system stage
TIER 4 final

Ready for use at all times in
heavy-duty applications
the w130 is our compact and high-performance allround machine. it is also perfectly suited for use as a
clambunk skidder, crane machine and rope machine
and also for communal use. Moreover it is extremely
manoeuvrable and quick Also, as standard it is
delivered with the new SIB drive for changing gear
continuously while driving.

The tasks in the forest are very varied and cannot always be
predicted. So you need a machine which can adapt to all applications just as quickly and professionally as you can. And
a machine which combines environmental compatibility with
performance. With good efficiency – and always in harmony
with the driver.

The permitted emissions of diesel engines has been reduced
in several stages over the last 15 years. Our new generation of
vehicles uses the latest emissions system.
with AdBlue®
SCR
pressure, temperature and NOx sensors

adBlue® - tanK

dosing unit

diesel Motor

sound aBsorBer

SCR

MiXing chaMBer

diesel consuMption reduced through
reduced rpM concept and adBlue®
96% less eMissions in
coMparison with tier 1

Source VDA

Panoramic window with unobstructed
rear side panels made of lexan-Margard
windows – shock-resistant

front blade
(optional)

4-cylinder, water-cooled Volvo
penta motor with emission stage
TIER 4 final

100% switchable
differential locks,
front and rear, can be
switched separately

oil emergency
set (optional)

ergonomic, easy-maintenance
comfort ergo tilting cab with
extensive configurations and two
full entry and exit access ways

robust central joint with
tapered roller bearings and
central torsion (lockable)

rear blade with double roller propellers
(optional: rear blade with patented
clambunk which is angle adjustable)

welte double-drum winch
(hydraulically driven)

high-performance
logging crane

accessories:
3-point device
pto
Set-up device for
municipal devices

for eVen More
sustainaBility in
the forest

